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Bronx Community College Students Consider 
How to Promote Peace and Stop Genocide 
In an effort to develop global awareness in their edu-
cational experience, BCC students questioned how to stop 
genocide and promote world peace as part of an international 
educational ini tiative to expand their perspectives . Bronx 
Community College students wrestled with this weighty issue 
in a guided educational experience promoted by the College. 
Titled "Global Awareness, Tolerance and Understanding," this 
event is part of a semester- long program- Global Perspectives 
- to prepare students to fulfill the College's mission to " live 
within, profit from, and contribute to a 21 st century global 
environment marked by diversity, change, and expanded 
opportunities for learning and growth." 
Genocide is the deliberate and systematic 
destruction, in whole or in part, of an ethnic, racial, religious, 
or national group. 
· T he co-curricular activities wi ll extend in the form of 
theme presentations on specific dates from 2009-2010 (see 
page 16). T hey offer students and faculty unique learning 
opportunities to expand upon classroom instruction by rein-
forcing global learni ng through interdisciplinary and creative 
activities that prepare BCC students for an internationally 
complex environment. 
From 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., speaker Amy Fagin, a visual 
artist, g uided students from a number of cross-curricu lar 
classes in exercises that helped them to better understand the 
history and legacy of human atrocities in the 20th century and 
in earlier ages . This helped them to think about and discuss the 
h alting of genocide and promotion of w orld peace. 
Fagin uti lized the art of the illumi nated manuscript 
style (application of gold leaf o n vellum paper developed in 
the 5th centu ry to convey religious stories in painting and text) 
to represent the perplexing social themes on genocide and to 
foster awareness of mass atroci ties. Each illumination, alo ng 
with a descriptive text, was a visual story which represented a 
culture or a c iv ilization which had been threatened or 
exting uished by the vio lence of genocide and mass 
annihilation . 
Working in teams, students were guided through 
informational exercises in Colston Hall 's Lower Level to look 
for relationships between main themes in the illuminatio ns 
and the selected texts. Students then stood and delivered 
presentations to their classes about their genocide findings. 
Some of the historic atrocities included were: 
Afghanistan (1213- 1221 Ghengis Khan) ; more 
recently in Afghanistan from I 974 - 1989 in which an 
invasion by the Russians resulted in some 1.5 million deaths 
and 2 million refugees; 
Bangladesh in 1971 after an invasion by West 
Pakistan which resu lted in 1.5 million deaths and I 0 million 
refugees; 
Cambodia from 1975-1978 which resulted in 2.2 
mi llion to 2.5 million deaths, one half to one third of the 
country's population; 
C hina in 1911 in which 910,000 died d uring the 
fighting of warlords; the Crusades from 1095-1 291; 
The Democratic Republic of the Congo where 3.5 
million people have been killed since 1978; 
Hiroshima, Japan, on A ugust 6, 1945, when the 
United S tates dropped the atomic bomb which resulted in the 
killing of 80,000 to 140,000 people and again on A ug ust 9, 
1945, when the U.S. dropped a plutonium bomb on Nagasaki; 
Germany when 5 mi llion to 6 millio n Jews were 
killed by the Germans in World War II. 
The academic exercise brought together students from 
ProfessOrS Christin a Sbsi-l=;ebner, D 8.vid B1ot. and R obert 
~avera•s English c lasses as well as swdents .ti"o.~n c lasses 
from other academic departments. ''This is a wonderful 
opportunity for students to step out of their classroom and to 
learn t bout an important subject," stated Sassi-Lehner. 
"This exercise is important because students need to 
learri about the history of genocide so that we can eradicate 
genocide on the planet," stated Fagin . 
Going Global continued on page 4 
Students from Professor Christina Sassi-Lehner's (second from left) English class and Amy Fagin (left), 
speaker and visual artist, presenting findings on genocide to fellow class members. 
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Letters to 
The Communicator · 
Editorial Policy and 
Disclaimer 
The Communicator urges students to respond to 
articles and editorials found in· this newspaper. 
We also urge you speak out on issues that matter 
to the college community, as well as your 0eigh-
borhood, the city, state, nation and world-at-large. 
The views expressed in pubU~hed letters are sole-
ly those of the. writE!r and do not necessarily rep-
resent the·views.of The Communicator. 
• We reserve the right to shorten any letter sub-
mitted due to space considerations. 
• We reserve the right to refuse publication to any 
letter due to space· considerations, as well as , 
those letter$ deemed inappropriate because of 
profane language; non-verification problems 
and/or slander. 
;~·No letter\ !vill be published unless the author 
submits his or her namei and telephone number. 
Submissions should be emalled to The 
Communicator at bcc.communlcator@gmall.com. 
The Communicator 
If you are intereste.d in having an article, 
editorial, letter or announcement included in 
The Communicator, ' · 
it must be received by the following dates: 
Deadlines 
December 
Tuesday, November 17, 2009 
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BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE SECONDHAND SMOKE PROGRAM 
. EFFECTIVE: SEPTEMBER 1, 2009 
PROGRAM INFORMATION SHEET 
BACKGROUND 
Effective September 1, 2009, Bronx .Community College will start a new program on the 
prevention of the exposure to secondhand smoke (SHS) throughout the campus. This new 
program is based upon many years of science proving that major health problems are 
caused by secondhand smoke. Bronx Community College is responsible for providing a 
healthy environment for its entire community, which includes visitors as wei(. The program will 
promote the health of both our college community not challenged by health problems and our 
special needs members with asthma, diabetes, emphysema, cancer, 
cardiovascular conditions, etc., as well as children and seniors whose systems are not 
functioning efficiently. Precedence for this program has been established with the 
implementation at many colleges throughout New York State. , 
PROGRAM 
Smoking will not be permitted within 40 feet of all building entrances and air intake vents. 
Signs will be posted at all entrances and air intake vents. Designated comfortable smoking 
areas, with outdoor ashtrays and tables, will be located at specific areas. throughout the 
campus. Smoking area signs will be posted at these areas. lndivil;luals should smoke within 
these areas and be sure that they extinguish and dispose their cigarettes into the ashtrays. 
PROCEDURES 
This program will be implemented with a friendlv reminder procedure that .will rely on the 
thoughtfulness, consideration, cooperation, ·and positive interaction of both smokers and 
nonsmokers. All members of the college community will be requested to remind individuals 
(including visitors) to please smoke within the designated areas. The Campus Public Safety 
Officers will remind the smokers of the new program by showing them the signs and 
indicating where they can smoke within the designated smoking areas. 
EDUCATION, SUPPORT AND CESSATION PROGRAMS 
This new program will periodically be publicized through all campus media to remind the 
entire college community of its purpose. The education, prevention and cessation programs 
of smoking will be included in courses within various Departments such as the Department 
of Health, Physical Education and Wellness in conjunction with . special programs 
implemented by the College Health Services. Individuals who wish to stop smoking will 
benefit from these courses and special programs. These individuals · will also be referred to 
off-campus resources such as the American Cancer Society and the American Lung 
Association, as well as encouraged to contact 866-1\jY-QUITS (697-8487) or visit 
www.nysmokefree.com. 
EVALUATION 
Emerging scientific research will be reviewed periodically to determine if new program 
recommendations will be needed and the goal of promoting a healthy environment is fulfilled. 
Co-Sponsored by the Department of Health, Physical Education, and Wellness, 
BCC Health Services, and BCC Student Government . 
Join The CommunicatorTeam! 
Cover carnpus news events 
Explore local, state, national and global stories 
Put your finger on the pulse of the BCC cornrnunity 




Becorne part of our tirne, and join 




rnay be available. 
Contact us at 718.289.5314 to schedule an appointment. 
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THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
:PRESENTS 
LIFE SUSTAINABILITY WORKSHOP 
NOVEMBER 19, .2009 • MEISTER HALL RM 332 
DECEMBER 10, 2009 • MEISTER HALL RM 228 
TIME: 12PM TO 2PM 
BRONX ~, 
COMMUNITY 
COl.:l . .:£<C[: 
THJS· PROGRAM IS l"l.ll'i0£0 BY STlJOEJ!tiJ" FSES 
FOR MORE tHFORitfA»ON, PLEASE CONTACT: 
THE OFFICE OF STUOENT LIFE@ 11'8.289,6194 
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My Trip Home 
By Timothy Roulhac 
"My trip home" was an experience I won't ever students and became aware of student life in Senegal. All 
forget . In fact I can' t wait to go back home soon, so I can my life I had a perception that people in Africa in general 
see my brothers and sisters again. You may be asking were not as modem as the rest of the world. I was truly 
yourself, why is he so excited to go home? When r-=-------,, 
I say home I mean Senegal, West Africa, the 
mother land and the origin of civilization. In June 
of 2009 I was selected to participate in the 
Senegal West Africa tour trip. organized by -the 
Men? Committee and supported by the BCC 
Black Male Initiative/SLASE. Like you, I too 
was shocked that BCC faculty and staff raised 
the money to even send me and a fellow 
BMIISLASE member to Africa. In fact there are 
many student travel opportunities on campus that 
most students are not aware of. I enco urage 
everyone to get involved in clubs and programs 
so that they won't miss any opportunities on 
campus. I remember my first year I didn ' t take 
advantage of the opportunities at BCC and now I 
wonder how much further I would be if I had 
used BCC as a success tool. 
lived with the principal of the Senegalese American 
Bilingual School in Dakar the capital. She welcomed me 
and made me feel at home. I was introduced to Senegalese 
culture and met other American students traveling 
and studying in Senegal . I was privileged to have 
met them because I learned a lot about how 
students engaged in international travel have a 
broad understanding of the world. 
My favorite moment in Senegal was when 
on the coast and sat on the beach just 
watching the waves. It was at that moment I saw 
the world differently and realized that success is 
not just to be accomplished in the classroom, it is 
also the feeling you have while on the plane ride 
back from another country. Meaning, learn ing 
other cultures can teach you how to become a part 
of the larger global community. In my opinion 
living in America it's like wearing a blind fold. 
Once again I encourage everyone to get involved 
and don't le t these few years past you by. BCC and 
travel can have a larger impact on your life then 
I was fortunate enough to have met Mr. you realize. In conclusion I believe that BCC and 
Clifford Marshall, the director of S.L.A.S.E., and s Timothy Rouhlac and Jerdene Allen (far right) with the campus involvement can alter your life just as it 
became a Student Leader. As a result I host family in Dakar Senegal. has done my mines. 
experienced one of the best highlights of my life. '--------------------------------' 
After "My trip home", I realized how unfortunate I was 
here in America. Over in Senegal I got a chance to live 
Senegalese culture. I engaged in events such as wrestling, 
which is very popular. I met college and high school 
mistaken. Students in Africa do have the tools to be 
successful. However there are some s ig nificant problems 
in Senegal. My 8 day visit was a nonstop rollercoaster ride 
and I literately felt like I was from Senegal. In Senegal I 
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT LIFE 
& 
THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
HAVE MOVED! 
COME VISIT US IN OUR NEW SPACE IN MEISTER HAW 
STUDENT LIFE: MEISTER HALL RM. 202 







FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT 
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT UFE 0 718.289.5194 
THE STUDEHT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIAnOH 0 718.289.5597 
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Transfer to_lona College 
· Over 40 majors and minors taught by 
professors, never teaching assistants 
· Successful alumni 
· Fantastic internships 
· Scenic suburban campus just 20 minutes 
from midtown Manhattan 
· Dozens of campus clubs and activities 
· State-of-the-art athletics center 
· New student union 
· Study abroad opportunities 
· 21 NCAA Division I (MAAC) 
athletic teams 
Come spend a day or schedule a campus visit. 
To speak to an admissions counselor call 
(800) 231-IONA or visit us online at iona.edu. 
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Writer of the Month 
Volunteering and Learning Abroad: The Peru Experience 
Going abroad to volunteer is like opening a box 
without knowing what is · inside. There were so many 
plans and strategies that went .according to plan while 
some other things relied on improvisation. My trip to 
Cusco was filled with enthusiasm since the beginning 
until the end, even though the challenges seemed 
somehow overwhelming at times: The first challenge that 
I faced, as anyone is expected in Los Andes, was the 
altitude sickness. Having to breathe at 11,000 feet above 
sea level is such a hard thing_ during the first day. When I 
started feeling the symptoms I made sure I took the 
necessary rest and effective medication (in this case the 
coca leaf that my host family offered). 
The host family was amazing every since my 
first day. I was glad that the children were very friendly 
and did not hesitate to show their enthusiasm about their 
new friend. The family supported very much my project; 
they showed me around during 
the first day (in their vehicle) and 
always advised me in .regards of 
the best shopping places. Besides 
the magnificence of Los Andes 
from the air,. the kindness of my 
host family and the emotion 
being immersed in the Inca 
civilization, my first great 
impression of their culture was 
their food. Everything tastes 
organic and pure, and their huge 
variety of com, pepper, and 
potato made every plate a 
discovery. 
Cusco gives the 
impression that is a hard · city to 
go around, but with the help of 
map I realized how small the 
center of city is, and that is how I 
started my adventures in its 
streets of the Inca city all by 
myself. After I learned during the 
first day how to reach the 
of Cusco, I would frequently go 
to the beautiful Plaza de Armas 
and the Plaza de San Bias (where 
the United Planet office 
located). 
My first visit to 
project took place the day after I arrived to Cusco. I 
experienced my first major challenge on that day because 
the project (Atisunchis) was an extremely hard place to 
access, and the staff from United Planet guided you only 
once to teach you how to get there, but on your next visit 
you are expected to make it to the place (perhaps, because 
most volunteers travel in groups, and I was by myself vis-
iting the project). During my third day I was forced to 
leave Atisunchis because I got completely ·lost trying to 
find the place by myself, and unfortunately I spend the 
rest of the afternoon figuring out how to get back to the 
bus route to make it back to the center. 
I was introduced to AMAS, the project in which 
I stayed for the next two weeks, and it was relatively big 
(at least 40 children) in comparison to Atisunchis. Just 
like there were more children in the place, the poverty was 
even greater. The children were not well taken care of, and 
most of them were very sick, dirty, and their noses are 
always runny. The shock was not only to see the 
conditions in which they lived, it was, though, to see them 
so happy, kind, and exited about having a new professor. 
After the homework they play outside although it can be 
really cold when the sun sets down. 
The first days in AMAS were tough because I 
was getting sick, and there are so many children needing 
tutoring that it was an unstoppable rush every afternoon. 
In AMASI tutored math; Spanish, and also helped with 
their homework. The conditions of the project are really 
bad. Everything is covered by the sand of los Andes, and 
during rainy season is a hazard due to the slippery mud. 
Although I ended up really sick (since in 
By Daniel Robles 
Peruvian culture these children show their affection by 
kissing you on the chick and hugging you), I was doing 
the hard work at times such as carrying heavy buckets of 
water to the classroom and moving stuffs around. During 
my first days in the project I could guarantee that I went 
there to teach and to give, but by the time I left the project 
I was the one in need of their stories so I could really learn 
about life. I feel that I own AMAS more than I did just 
because they showed me a life that I had forgotten a long 
time ago. 
As far as my immersion in their culture, the most 
significant event was the Inti Raimy (party of the sun) 
holidays. The streets of Cusco where filled with Inca 
symbols and celebration. As I started to make friends, I 
participated in numerous activities related to their holiday 
season in which locals always showed to be devout to 
their indigenous beliefs and traditions. Some of the 
activities that I assisted were: the father's day celebration 
(in which the children from the center of Cusco .dance 
traditional music and recite poetry as a tribute to the 
fathers), several street agricultural fairs, the main parade 
during the Inti Raimy, the gathering in the temple of the 
sun (in Machu Picchu during the winter solstice), a full 
tour around Cusco showing the remaining Inca temples 
and museums, and many other events in the school where 
my host family belongs. I totally fell in love with the 
Cusco music, the Afro-Peruvian, the instrumental 
"Zamponha" and the small guitars called "Charango." 
The two days that followed my birthday were the 
two most incredible days of my life. We drove for many 
hours thought the mountains to get to the small town of 
Ollantaitambo, where we needed to catch the train, and 
then the bus for Machu Picchu next day. It was the most 
beautiful drive of my life., The clouds and the sky feel so 
close that it is hard to see the pictures without thinking 
that they were not-taken from an airplane. By June 20th 
we were already in the most beautiful town in the world: 
Machu Picchu. The most sacred day for the Incas is June 
21 where Machu Picchu is the place where the winter 
solstice can be seen in a closer connection with the nature. 
We got to the ruins very early in the morning, in 
the hours where the Llamas are still asleep and the clouds 
are literally touching you. Machu Picchu is the most 
magical place in the world. It is so beautiful that it took 
me a few hours to finally start talking with the people 
around. The walls and the view transmit a sense of 
spirituality that I have never felt in any other place. We 
received the sun in the temple of the sun as everyone 
raised their hands to receive the sun of the New Year. Just 
being in the small temples inside of Machu Picchu, and 
seeing Wayna Picchu from the lowest point was not 
enough to appreciate the colossal beauty. We hiked Wayna 
Picchu, which is the famous mountain that has the shape 
of the nose as the tallest slope of the Inca face in the ruins 
it was very challenging, and to some extent very scary. 
Especially when I was not feeling too well during the days 
before and haying spent several hours in the hot springs 
bathing in the volcanic waters. After spendi{lg a couple of 
hours ascending it, we finally made it to the top where the 
temple of the moon was. It is ultimately hard to precisely 
describe what being in Machu Picchu feels like. 
Another great thing about Cusco is the 
shopping places. Every place you could go to is so cheap 
in comparison to New York; I did buy many things every 
day without spending half of what I spend here just 
walking around the city. It is 
very interesting to see so many 
people supporting themselves 
from handmade jewelry. 
After the weekend of 
the work with the children. I 
great people from different 
parts of the world. A group of 
volunteers and I ended up 
out almost every night 
in the small local bars, Plaza de 
Armas, and many other nice 
where people usually go 
walks. It w·as ·great ·to tee\ 
that there were many other 
people like me wanting . to 
change something. We· all felt a 
deep connecti9n within the 
of volunteers,_ .3!1(). we 
helped each other 
whenever was necessary. The 
volunteer company was not .as 
helpful in Peru as they were 
during the ·pre-departure 
sessions, buf s ince the 
coordinator in Peru had an 
emergency trip to the 
Netherlands (Unfortunately his 
mother passed away), the rest of the staff could not 
maintain the best organization when he was gone. After he 
came back he explained his situation to the volunteers 
who seemed a little frustrated at times. Their services . 
were good overall. The Quechua lessons went pretty well , 
and the cooking lessons and dancing lessons were fun. 
The most valuable lesson of my trip to Peru· was 
to see how a small town can live in harmony with the 
nature, without the material world paranoia that is often 
seen in the more developed nations. I also realized that by 
being. exposed to another culture, you start seeing your 
own culture differently and then you feel the need of 
becoming more opened to any other foreigner culture. 
Being there changed my life in so many ways, even 
though it took me a while to realize the impact that Cusco 
made. in me. And that I realized when my plane took off 
from Cuzco, I was very sad to leave Peru, but at least with 
the hope to go back there in the future. 
Daniel Robles received BCC's Michael Steuerman Legacy 
Fund Scholarship to volunteer abroad this past summer in 
Cusco, Peru. Applications for the 2010 scholarships will 
be available in early December. Please contact the 
National Center for Educational Alliances at 
718.289.5164 for more information in December. 
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CUNY PIPELINE CONFERENCE FEBRUARY 19, 2010 
CALL FOR STUDENT PROPOSALS 
ALL CUNY students are invited to submit proposals. 
The CUNY Pipeline Program is designed to provide educational and 
financial support to underrepresented CUNY undergraduates interested 
in pursuing the Ph.D. in preparation for college-level teaching and 
advanced research in any discipline except law and medicine. The 
CUNY Pipeline Program seeks to recruit students from groups currently 
underrepresented in our nation's Universities. 
Guidelines 
Submit a Title and a 150 word abstract 
Supply a letter of support from a CUNY faculty member 
Formats 
Paper/Powerpoint Presentations: Papers should be no longer than 12 
pages in length. Powerpoints should contain no more than 20 slides. 
Poster Presentations 
Guidelines To Be Announced 




If you are interested in having 
an article, editorial, letter or 
announcement included in 
The Communicator, 
it must be received by the 
following dates: 
Please email all submissions to: 
rowanandrewdavid@aol.com 
CITIZEN SOLDIER 
ADD VALUE TO AMERICA ..• 
WHILE SECURING YOUR FUTURE. 
New York 
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Recurring Features 
~Health and Fitness with 
A Dr. Wayne 
Top Ten Reasons to Stretch 
Flexibility is one of the five components of fitness and 
should be an integral part of your workout program. 
The Top Ten Reasons to help you remember why you 
should stretch: 
1. Decreases muscle stiffness and increases range of motion. 
Stretching helps improve your range of motion which may 
also slow the degeneration of the joints. 
2. May reduce your risk of injury. A flexible muscle is less like-
ly to become injured from a slightly extensive movement. By 
increasing the range of motion in a particular joint through 
stretching, you may decrease the resistance on your muscles 
during various activities. 
3. Helps relieve post-exercise aches and pains. After a hard 
workout, stretching the muscles will keep them loose and 
les~en a shortening and tightening effect that can lead to 
post-workout aches and pains. 
4. Improves posture. Stretching the muscles of the lower 
back, shoulders and chest will . help keep your back in better 
alignment and improve your posture. 
5. Helps reduce or manage stress. Well stretched muscles 
ho\d less tension and thereforei leave you feeling less 
stressed. 
6. Reduces muscular tension and enhances muscular relax-
ation. Stretch ing allows the muscles to relax. Habitually tense 
muscles tend to cut off their own circulation resulting in a 
lack of oxygen and essential nutrients. 
7. Improves mechanical effi~iency and overall functional per-
formance. Since a flexible joint requires less energy to move 
through a wider range of motion, a flexible body improves 
overall performance by creating more energy-efficient move-
ments. 
8. Prepares the body for the stress of exercise. Stretching 
prior to exercise allows the muscles to loosen up and become 
resistant to the impact they are about to undergo. 
9. Promotes circulation. Stretching increases blood supply to 
the muscles and joints which allow for 
greater nutrient transportation and 
improves the circulation of blood 
through the entire body. 
10. Decreases the risk of low-back pain. 
Flexibility in the hamstrings, hip flexors 
and muscles attached to the pelvis 
relieves stress on the lumbar spine 
which in turn reduces the risk of low-
back pain. 
Next month, Preventing Injuries 




Health, Physical Education and Wellness 
Four Myths about Writing Intensive (WI) Courses Debunked 
The Write Stuff: A Column on Reading, Writing, and Critical Thinking at BCC 
By Andy Newman 
Myth #1: I don't have to take a Writing Intensive (WI) Course to graduate 
from BCC. 
If you entered BCC in Fall 2004 or later, you are actually required to take two 
WI courses in order to graduate. BCC recommends (but does not require) that 
you take each course from a d ifferent division . All WI courses will require at 
least 12 pages of ''formal paper" writing throughout the semester (not at once!), 
and 25% of your grade will be based on your papers. In addition to "formal 
papers", you will be expected to write short pieces like journal entries, 
responses to readings, "brain storms" and outlines. 
Myth #2: I'm not an English major, so concentrating on writing is 
pointless. 
This might be true, if the reason CUNY created WI courses was just to improve 
your writing. Actually, Writing Intensive courses are better described as 
''thinking and reasoning intensive" because their goals are to teach critical 
thinking through writing. In other words, writing is really just the tool used to 
sharpen your ability to reason, argue, and clarify your ideas. WI courses are 
based on the notion (proven many times over) that a person who learns to 
carefully form their ideas on paper will do the same in their head. Whether you 
are a math major or a working towards a future career in nursing, clear thinking 
and sound reasoning will help succeed in your field . 
If you are like many BCC students, and plan on transferring to a four-year 
college after your time here, WI courses will be even more valuable for you. 
Not only will your practice at writing here give you a leg up when you continue 
your studies elsewhere, but your ability to think critically will put ahead of the 
game. All professors, regardless of their field , recognize a student who is a 
well trained critical thinker when s/he turns in work or even speaks up in class. 
A big part of the goal behind the WI requirement is to make you one of those 
"recognizable" students in your future classes here and elsewhere. The WI 
requirement was created to push you towards future academic success 
regardless of your field or major. 
Myth #3: My English is not very good, and when my WI professor sees my 
papers, s/he is going to freak out and fail me! 
As mentioned above, the primary focus in WI courses is to work on your think-
ing. Students who struggle with English face an extra burden , but professors in 
WI courses do not evaluate you solely on your fluency in English . Your ideas 
are what matter the most. The philosophy behind the WI courses is that think-
ing is the main focus, while the mechanics of writing come second. In fact, WI 
courses require multiple drafts of the same paper, meaning that the courses 
are a chance for you to practice your English writing in a setting which is safer 
than in a c lass where there is only a final term paper, with no extra chances. 
Nobody should pretend that learning to read and write English is easy, but WI 
courses can be a big help for you (especially if you can enroll in ESL training at 
the same time) . 
Myth #4: I won't need writing for my job, so why should I care about it at 
BCC? 
This might have been true fifty years ago. But now, our economy has shifted in 
a way that the production of information is more important than the actual pro-
duction of things. As a result , communication and writing are playing a bigger 
role at all levels of all industries, especially in a city like New York. You ability to 
read and write (and above all, be a critical thinker) is a matter of survival in this 
tough economy, and as the American economy evolves, written communication 
is only going to become more important. More and more, the way you present 
yourself to your employer will take place through writing. Even jobs such as 
nursing and teaching, where most time is spent in face-to-face contact, are 
requiring more writing as you account for your work. And more than writing 
itself, employers look for employees who are critical thinkers, who can express 
their ideas clearly and convincingly in spoken and written contexts. The skills 
which you develop in WI courses might be the most valuable ones that you w ill 
acquire at BCC, whether you plan on going directly into the workforce or pursu-
ing a four-year degree. 
Andy Newman is one of BCC's six Writing Fellows (CUNY Graduate Center 
students who assist with Writing Across the Curriculum at BCC). For informa-
tion on how writing fellows can assist students and faculty, especially in Writing 
Intensive courses, visit us online at: http://www.bcc.cuny.edu/WAC/. Also, for 
assistance from writing tutors, visit BCC's Writing Center. 
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• MEET STUDY ABROAD ADVISORS FROM THE CUNY 
SYSTEM! 
• LEARN ABOUT THE DIFFERENT PROGRAMS CUNY HAS TO OF-
FER! OVER 80 PROGRAMS IN 24 COUNTRIES!!! 
• HEAR ABOUT OTHER WAYS YOU CAN STUDY /VOLUNTEER 
ABROAD 
• LEARN ABOUT SCHOLARSHIPS, GRANTS, AND FINANCIAL AID 
TO MAKE STUDYING OR VOLUNTEERING ABROAD A REALITY! 
• MEET OTHER BCC STUDENTS WHO HAVE TAKEN ADVANTAGE 





Cover campus news events 
Explore local, state, national 
and global stories 
Put your finger on the pulse 
of the BCC community 
The Con:-municator is looking for 
Writers, Photographers, 
Advertising representatives 
Become part of our time, 
and join 
The Communicator today! 
Work study and 
Independent study 
may be available. 
9 
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME! 
**,..THIS IS AN OCD C R I-: OIT f:VRNT*** 
Contact us at 7 I 8.289.53 14 to 
schedule an appointment. 
English 20 I Journalism II (2 credits) 
Monday I 2 - 3.50 PM 
This journalism workshop meets once a week and focuses on preparing news, feature, human-
interest and investigative stories for The Communicator. Students will work with the instructor and 
will share their work for comments by their fellow reporters to hone their writing skills. 
Students will: 
• edit and prepare news copy for delivery to the printer 
'~ work on advertising sales for each issue 
• create individual blogs 
• attend the National Media College Convention- CMA and the City at the New York 
Marriott Marquis Times Square with more than 1,000 other student reporters (and their 
faculty advisors) as well as students who work in other college media, including yearbooks, 
television, and radio. 
Prerequisites Dre English 19 or English 11 Dnd 12 (by permission only). CIDss size is limited. 
For more information, 
please contact Professor Andrew Rowan (rowanandrewdavid@aol.com) 
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Campus Nevus 
Students Demonstrate Against CUNY Cuts 
By Afoda Mouzaffirou, staff Writer 
On Thursday October 22, 2009 BCC students 
mobilized to manifest their disagree1nent with the gov-
ernment's decision to cut the CUNY budget again this 
year. The demonstrators gathered in front of the BCC 
entrance on University Avenue, raised signs of protest 
while wearing bandages to symbolize the injury done to 
students by Governor David Paterson's latest round of 
cuts to CUNY and financial aid. "Stop the Cuts," "Make 
the Call to Assembly Member Castro and State Senator 
Serrano," and "Stop CUNY CUTS" were some of the 
opinions expressed on signs held by students. 
We all know the country is in a serious period of 
recession and every institution is concerned. But "attack-
ing" only higher education and CUNY like this is not the 
best solution; it's like infanticide since education is the 
provider of our future leaders. The leaders of tomorrow 
will come from the CUNY campuses of today, and there 
is no state, government or institution that doesn't need 
leaders. 
In fact, according to a NYPIRG (New York 
Public Interest Research Group) news release, CUNY 
lost $95 1nillion in budget cuts last year, and this year the 
governor's latest proposals include plans to reduce 
Tuition Assistance Program (TAP) aid by $120 per stu-
dent, cut funding for opportunity programs, and cut the 
CUNY community colleges by $10 million ($260 per 
student). Also these hits come on top of the previous 
week's proposal from Governor Patterson to cut $53 mil-
lion from CUNY senior colleges. 
We can't afford all this; it is enough. The gover-
nor has to search in other fields to close the state's deficit 
rather than discouraging underprivileged and economi-
cally stressed people from going to school. As BCC-
CUNY students, we all are concerned by this situation, 
and we have to mobilize ourselves and fight against 
another unfair tuition hike and reductions in student 
access and services. 
Make a call to the State Senator Jose Serrano at 518-455-
2795 to urge the legislature to fight to restore funding for 
higher education. 
The Truth · Behind BCC's 
Soccer Team 
By Afoda Mouzaffirou, Staff Writer 
My name is Afoda Mouzaffirou, an engineering 
sciences major, and I am the captain of · the Bronx 
Community College soccer team. My soccer team once 
again lost. This time against Nassau County Community 
College 1-2 last Thl.lrs(lay October 15, 2009 on Nassau 
County's home field. 
It has been a very long tradition that .BCC has 
played soccer without winning. Our records show only two 
games won out of 13 played during the 2007 season, three 
won in 2008 and, during this 2009 Selll>On, three games have 
been won from 11 played so far. We still have two home 
games to play- against the.more organjzed college soccer 
team of Monroe College and the young formation of 37th 
Street in }'vfanhattan- Globe Institute of Technology - led 
by the international Nigerian coach, ~nee Harold. Our 
chances of winning are very weak since our team has lost 
against less organized formations like Eugene Maria De 
Hostos Community College 1-2 . and Kingsborough 
Community College 0-1 on their own installations (home 
field). 
My team has shown more weakness, losing by big 
scores, allowing Orange County Community College to 
score four goals, Dutchess Community College (five) goals, 
BMCC (Borough of Manhattan Community College) (five 
goals) and - incredibly - 10 goals were scored against us by 
Ulster Community College, unbelievable but true. Detailing 
further, none of the CUNY games, that include BMCC, 
Hostos CC and Kingsborough CC, have been won. 
As we used to say, "There is no smoke without 
fire." The relation of cause to the effect links those defeats 
to so many reasons. In fact, BCC is one of the numerous 
New York City community colleges with around 10,000 
plus students from communities all over the world. From 
that diversity, only 18 people sf;lowed up to represent the 
college in men's soccer; just over one tenth of one percent 
of BCC's population. Though some players .don't meet the 
standards of college level soccer, the bead coach, Patrick 
Clarke, doesn't have any choice but to use them. The cole 
lege itself lacks information and inspiration. Many students 
interviewed stated that they were unaware that a men's soc-
cer team existed at all, and others believed there was not 
enough compensation and reward after missing their 
assignments, Classes, quizzes ~d homework time to "play 
for the college~' . and getting nothing back. In fact, players 
don'tr'0eiye anything from the S2lleg':· aft<(~ a,ho~e game 
and receive only $10 after away g~~s. There is also a lack 
Of equip~ent t2. ml!ke. ~e plaY':fs .7~~f!a~le ~perfo11ll~ 
ing their duties on the fi~ld. The olllY bit o{equipmeill I've 
received fr2fll the team, ~tl c9111<! keep afu(r the S(l<Xef 
season, is two pairs of soccer socks. The home and away 
uniforms and gear is collected· after e~ery game, ~d I have 
always played with ·· my . 2~!!- s~r clea~, fOY own chin 
guards, my O)NO unde~-armorto ge~protected from the cold, 
ffi)' o~n gloy~ . if n<)C!!SS~, an_d even. my p~n sweater 
sports jacket- ~d so it is for most of my te~ mat!!S. 
Ap2tl'!.el'problem , w!' ··~ave is tha~th"'····~ Iasks 
players with i~clividual charac~r, c0nuni!-tnent, determina-
tion, and self-motivation. We never go to a g!\ffie with the 
same number of players; S?me ~how up Jor one game - the 
next game it's ~other group ~t s~ows up. Also, we h.ave 
the very big problem ()f acceptance of tfle. reality<.as it is. In 
fact, our team is about <}()% composed. of a particular ethnic 
group who can be difficult to get along ~ith, The team con-
cept is living like in a family, while accf)pting the good and 
the bad fairly, and being conscious about what we are doing 
is missing in our team. hnagine an accidental thing like 
scoting against oue's own club. It happened to me, and my 
own teanunates were cursing me as if I was Judas in person, 
Many things have to be done to improve our level, 
on the field and off. Acquiring better equipment for the 
team is a great way to increase the te311'1 pride. More effort 
in recruiting would bring more diversity to the te!\ffi, ])etter 
representing BCC and increasing stu.den.t interest and par-
tic:ipation. E\ac:h team member is and every mem-
team 
be 
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Campus Nevvs 
The ·Freshman Experience-Thus Far · 
These students are in an OCD section taught by Professor Manny Lopez. 
My name is Omar. I'm in OCD. My major is Business and my college.experience thus 
far is good but.not great. A couple of things that I like about Bronx Community College 
are the size and infras~J:!lcture of the campus. I also like the variety of programs, clubs 
and· workshops provided to us by the school through our student fees. I dislike the neigh-
borhood in which the College is located. And I wish we had an OCD teacher or some-
body to inform us about things before we began our first semester to prevent mistakes. 
My name is Nildta and I am a freshman at BCC. My major is Human services. I chose 
human services because I like working with people and also helping the society. I really 
like this College 6ecause the classes that I'm taking help me feel comfortable and allow 
me to open my social skills to benefit me for the future -especially OCD 01. I appreci-
ate what is being discussed in class basically setting your long term goals. Now I feel I 
will estal;!lish my goals and reward myself after I have made progress. I rate my experi-
ence excellent because I know I will do great. I have not yet disliked anything about my 
experience thus far. 
My name is Halld. This is what I do like jn the college and what I do not like. 
I like the size of the campus, the existence of trees in the campus and the 
field for multiple sports. I like the interaction that exists between the campus staff, the 
professors and students. Also, I like . .the help provided by the campus to stu-
dents with disabilities. I like the · flexibility of the schedule so that anyone 
who wants to attend BCC can do so regardless of his/her · busy schedule . at 
work. I am impressed by some professors willi~gness to listen to students' con-
cerns. But what I don't like so far is the smallness of some classrooms .and 
also the fact that · .. some · professors are interested in finishing the program 
even if the students are not understanding. I don't like the fact 
that the security officers are walking without guns because having 
that will potentially scare ~ criminal activity that will take 
. place. 
My name is Anton. I am a Criminal Justice major. Colle,ge is something 
new for· a lot of peOple When they come from high schooi or they stop for 
a while and ·get . back. I ·got m college one year after I gradua~ed high 
schooi.· My first month in college is notlii.ng_ much that I did not expect. It 
is ' like high' ·school just you have to 'read and Study. I like BCC. it is nice. I 
lilt~' tffii't'W~1'laVe ~'l::limj;U "andrl''like' tli:<(1ib~L">it'is 'bi'g enough' . . ! go 
tl:lere some~es to· study because it is quiet.'-'fhere are some things that I 
di'Y'flot like - it is the safety in the campus .. Public safety should do more 
foot p-atrol· inside and outside·. of the college. And, I do not like the purity 
of' the class rooms· and bathrOoms are not clean enough. That's all what I 
can sayfoi my freShman experience for a month. 
<":.11::3•. 
My n!UD'e is Denzll. My major at BCC is Liberal Arts. My freshmen expe-
rience here at 'Bronx Community College was not what I expected. Being 
that i am a· transfer student from another school out of my community, I 
expected to feel :mor~at hdme·when l reached Bronx Community College. 
Since"! started Bronx Comni~nity College I find myself ~ore anti-social. 
Maybe it's me, but it seems that if you didn't have a friend prior to college 
in Bronx' COmnninity College,· good ll,lck finding one, because most come 
and go. AlSo 'anothet'thing I dislike about Bronx Community. College is the 
launch facility. Beitig in other·college the food and treatment in the cafete-
ria is 'gieat, lin'd··a ~rfect place to hang out: The lack of entertainment on 
campbs 'rea:ny makes me dislike it more. 
·L •r Alth'ougli-the school launch is kind of low and entertaininent is 
not' any ·better, 'I' do like tlie fact that you don't need a BCC I.D . to go into 
the libfarf,·lasi 'seri)ester I lost my J.D. and I was still able to do some work. 
I also 'like lli.t!'Hall Of Fame. I really like history, so a stroll in the. Hall Of 
Fame:here%nd·there on my breaks never hints. 
; ,., With the Hall of Fame & .the library, I feel BCC is not that bad If 
you• ani jus't'trymg'·to· get your degree:· But a little entertainment here and 
there·wouliln' t ·be1:hat bad·. Maybe there is some entertainment, maybe I 
just· need to look' ·for it, but to rate ~y experience so far in BCC I would 
say it is·"FAJR". 
My name is Mel&nie and. I'm a freshman at Bronx Community College. 
Since my· first day attending the school I've come across a lot of things that 
caught- my interest and a few that turn me away. One of the main things I 
appreciate about· the school is how helpful a lot of people on campus are 
from the Professors to my fellow classmates. Another thing I appreciate 
about the school is how many sources we have for help (i.e. writing center,' 
bookstore, help desk, etc.) These are some of the things that will help me 
be a bit more successful in the school year. Yet as great as this campus is 
there· are a few things~ like I said before, that turn me away. Such as the 
random violimce that's been going-on on campus. Being that I'm. an 
eveliirig student and I don't know too many people on campus it worries 
me. --An6ther thing ·would 'be that sometimes my classes feel a little over 
crowtletl.~ ''At tiines'l'll' be' in my classroom and someone would walk' in to 
borroW'a'desk''l:mt 'the~'s' 're.i lly 'tione left over because of the amount of 
people in the class to begin with:· So with all that being said I'd rate my 
freshman experience an 8 out of 10 (1 0 being the highest). I'm looking for-
ward to having a great year: 
Richard - Major: Liberal Arts 
My experience as a freshman so far has been terrible. Some of my teachers are unorgan-
ized arid don't let you know what's going on ·in the class. My classes were dlupped 
because my adviser at the time didn't tell me I had to validate. I'm not a full time student · 
an~more because there was barely any classes left when I registered the second time. I'm 
transferring after this semester and I rate my 'freshman experience a 2 out of 5 (POOR). 
Jose - Major: Business Administration I Freshman Experience: Good -
Freshman Experience thus far has been pleasant and at times a tad bit difficult as expect-
ed in regards to juggling school & a pro'fessional career. I have found Bronx Community 
College to have plenty of resources that cater to the fundamental educational s)lccess of 
its students. In the form of the student assistance center, the writing center, & career 
development are examples of services provided which I feel are great. 
One of the two things I dislike thus far in my experience was the chaos involved 
in registering for classes. Also the lack of communication on behalf of the school regard-
ing my financial aid process in transferring codes from the original school I had applied 
to. Had I not been adamant about. following up. on it on my own, double & triple check-
ing information I would not been able to regi.ster for the Fall 2009 semester. 
. The second thing I do not like about my freshman ·experience is that professors: 
do not tend to give breaks in classes that are scheduled to ruti over an holir and a half. It 
would be great if we were allowed to stretch out and or allowed some.time to 'absorb the 
bombardment of information we are subjected to in the span or' a few minutes. 
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The Outside Vievv 
Electric Bikes: Just Ride Them 
By Massawa lawson 
Now is the time for electric bikes. Get off the bus and ride. Get out of 
that cab and ride. Leave the car at home and just ride. Feel the wind in your 
hair, the sun on your skin and your heart race as you dodge potholes, pedestri-
ans and petroleum-puttering people-movers. This isn't future tech, it is ''today 
tech" and it is available right now. 
You can walk into any "Toys R Us" store and for less than $300; you 
can ride home silently and smoothly on an electric-assist Currie Technologies 
2009 Ezip Trailz Women's Electric Bicycle. (The men's bike just $200 more.) 
The price may seem high but, as my father always says, "do the math , Jack!" 
Let's take a look at the numbers: at $4.50 round trip, the bus is no bar-
gain- that's $22.50 a week (if you have to travel five days a week). In 4 
weeks you would have spent $90 to stand and wait; then stand and wait some 
more while crawling through traffic so you can walk the last 6 blocks because 
the Bx3 Bus runs so infrequently it isn't worth waiting for. 
If you buy the EV bike, it would have paid for itself after fourteen weeks 
and then you will be riding for free (with a negligible cost for charging the bat-
tery). The time savings alone is worth the· money. Riding door to door from 
home to a bike rack in front of your class is an incredible timesaver and you 're 
getting a great pre-class mental work out plus some physical exercise depend-
ing on how much you choose to pedal. 
This ''Toys R Us" bike is _far, far, far from the only option. You can 
search online for "electric bike" and spend weeks sifting through the ocean of 
options out there right now. · 
I' ll focus on a few options that I've had some personal contact with 
starting with one (available from ebike-ny.com) you may have seen it at the 
Meister Hall bike rack. This is more of a scooter than bike; with floorboards and 
a large comfy seat. I asked a delivery fellow that I saw riding one how much it 
costs and he said it was around $900. Now, this is a lot of money; at least it 
seems, until you DO THE MATH. This is 40 weeks of not riding the bus and 
saving time and money. This is free of insurance, an expensive driving school, 
passing a road test, searching for parking, paying for gas, etc. 
The serious "green machine" awaits the true tinkerer on EBay, the 
online auction marketplace. You'll find there the parts to build a real "Millennium 
Falcon" that you 
can create using 
your existing bike 
as a base plat-
form: adding the 
battery packs, 
motors, con-
trollers and other 




dream bike is the 
Ultra Motor A2B. 
This one is 
expensive at 
$2699 (I have 
found one on 
EBay for $1995). 
But I have owned 
a few motorcy-
An electric bike parked o utside M eister Hall. (Photo: 
Massawa Lawson) 
cles, and one really lovely Italian scooter, so my requirements will be probably 
different from yours. I know that I want wide tires for stability at high speed and 
a good grip when mami y nino pop out of nowhere on Fordham Road. 
While the price is very high , this is a well-engineered bike that I feel is 
worth the price. It is sold world-wide and is very popular in India where a motor 
scooter is often used as a station wagon to carry a family and all their belong-
ings on unpaved roads for miles. If it can stand up to that kind of abuse it can 
handle my 4.3 mile solo commute with ease. 
When I called Plug In Motor Sports (a company that also deals in elec-
tric motor bikes) for inquiries, shop owner Rick answered all my questions 
patiently and his shop carries all the accessories including bags, the range-
doubling second battery and even a larger front sprocket for easier pedaling at 
top speed. 
I spoke with BCC student Lyssette Valdez about her feelings on the 
subject of using electric bikes as an alternative to the current prohibitive cost of 
traveling. After looking at the scooter from ebike-ny, Lyssette said she would 
not want to spend more than $200 because ''That's all my budget allows. It 
would be great for my country (D.R.), especial mente para mi cuidad de Bani, 
donde todos usan motocicletas y bicicletas para llegar a sus destinaciones 
(especially in my home city, Bani, where everyone uses motorcycles and bicy-
cles to get to their destinations)." 
When asked if she would buy an electric bike, Lyssette's emotional 
response may echo that of many others' on campus, an emotion that keeps a 
lot of people on the bus and in the taxi. "Only for shipping home, I don't see 
myself riding a bike in NYC, es advergonzante (it is embarrassing); I'd rather 
take the bus." 
The Ultra Motor A2B Electric Bike. (Source: 
UltraMotor.com) 
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This year 858 transfer students 
finished college at Monroe. 
Is it your time now? 
Out of the 3,003 people who graduated at 
Monroe College this year, 858 began college 
somewhere else. They transferred to Monroe 




That's what our Real World 
education offers - real world classes, 
exciting majors, and professors. 
And an exciting an-campus living 
experience in fully furnished, 
apartment-like dorms featuring cable 
71f, central air, computer lounges, 
fitness centers and many other 
amenities at our New Rochelle 
campus. Plus you'll 
scheduling flexibility, 
online pptions and the 
financial support you 
need to make college 
work for you. Staying 
and graduating is a 
lot easier when you 
accomplish something 
every day. Transfer 
to Monroe and see 
what that's like. 
MONROE 
COLLEGE 





See your name in print 
Express your views 
Put your finger on the pulse of the 
BBC community. 
The Communicator is looking for 
Writers, Graphic Designers, 
Photographers, and 
Advertising Representatives. 
Use you writing and reporting skills. 
Become part of our team. 
Join The Communicator today. 
Come to Colson 605 to fill out 
an application, 





Get an on-the-spot 
admission decision. 
Contact us to schedule 
a visit: 1-800-MARYMOUNT 
or www.mmm.edu/visit 
experiencetoralifetime 
~"l .... ...... 
l' · ",.::: Marymountl\1anl- a nan 
4
.. " .:- a college of the liberal ans 
C'ou.EGt. 
22 1 East 71st Street NewYork, NY 10021 
www.mmm.edu 
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Scholarship Opportunities for BCC Students 
Kaplan Leadership Program 
Who Is Eligible? 
• Enrollment in an accredited associate's degree program in the NYC area 
• Completion of 12- 30 non-remedial college credits by the application deadline (Jaimary 14, 2010) 
• U.S. citizen or permanent resident 
• .Current recipient of federal and/or state fmancial aid 
• Minimum GPA of *325 on a 4.0 scale 
• *If your GPA is below 3.25, please submit a brief st~tement (200 word maximum) that explains why your cuire!'lt 
GPA may not reflect your academic potential. 
Requirements 
• Member of an underserved or underrepresented population 
• Desire to transfer to a bachelor's program immediately upon completion of ari assoCiate's degree 
• if your GPA is below 3.25, but believe you are a good candidate for the program, please submit a bri!!f statement (ma:icl.ffil.lm 
of 200 words) explaining why your GPA may not be reflective of your academic potential. 
Deadline 
J~uary 14, 2010 
Amount 
Up to $3,000 per yr. (Associate's Degree); Up to $30,000 per yr. (Bachelor's Degree) 
Contact 
Please visit the Scholarship Office for applications and/or additional information. 
Return completed applications to the Scholarship Office in Loew Hall, Room 428. 
Jack Kent Cooke Undergraduate 
Transfer Scholarship 
Who Is Eligible? 
• Be a current student at ·an accredited U .S. community college or two-year institution with sophomore status by 
December 31, 2008, or a recent graduate (since spring 2004). 
• Plan to enroll full-time in a baccalaureate program at an accredited college or university in Fall 2009. 
Requirements 
• Have a cumulative undergraduate grade point average of 3.50 or better on a 4.0 scale (or the equivalent). 
• Be nominated by his or her two-year institution. Interested students should schedule a meeting with Associate Dean 
Jennifer Misick and Scholarship Coordinator, Yvonne Erazo 
• Have unthet financial need. 
• Not previously have been nominated for a Jack Kent Cooke Foundation Undergraduate Transfer Program scholarship. 
Deadline 
December 18, 2009. The school deadline is different than website's deadline. 
The school deadline is based on last year's deadline. 
Amount 
The award will provide funding for tuition room and board, required fees and books up to $30,000 per year. 
How to Apply 
Visit: http:/ /www.jkcf.org/ 
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Faculty-for-Students Scholarship 
The BCC Faculty Council has initiated an exciting new scholarship. Funded primarily by faculty, the Faculty-for-Students 
Scholarship is designed to recognize and foster academic achievement of BCC students by the people who proudly teach, 
advise, and otherwise interact with them. The purpose of the scholarship is to remove financial obstacles to graduation for full-
time students who have completed 24 credits with a minimum GPA of 3 .0 . More specifically, the scholarship has been created 
to assist students who are not eligible for traditional sources of financial aid . 
The first recipient of the Faculty-for-Students Scholarship is Mohamed N. Rinaz Ahamed . The following faculty and staff 
members contributed to this scholarship. Fundraising will begin in the 2009-10 academic year so that this worthwhile scholar-
ship can continue . 
John P. Athanasourelis 

















John R. Morales 












Joan E. Wilson 
a 
15 
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I 
nternational initiatives represent an important component of the educational 
experience at Bronx Community College. Our vision is to graduate students 
who are prepared to live within, profit from. and contribute to a 21st century 
global environment marked by diversity, change, and expanded opportunities 
for learning and growth. Our co-curricular activities offer students and faculty 
unique opportunities to expand upon classroom instruction by reinforcing global 
learning through interdisciplinary and creative activities that will help prepare our 
students for an Internationally complex environment. 
This year. many academic departments and BCC centers have agreed to work 
together by identifying themes related to course material that they would like to 
highlight through co-curricular activities. These themes that are listed to the right 
offer the framework for the 2009-2010 academic year global activities which should 
serve as an important resource for both students <jnd faculty. We hope that you will 




WORLD WAR II COMMEMORATION • WWII 
Mei10ter Hall Lobb:p'9am-Spm 
An ail-day tribute to the victims ofthe war on tht:-
70th anniversary of the war~s outbreak. Please 
j o in us in comme m o rating this imp(:nta nt e vent . 
Conrdinured bJ' Dr. Robert Mory/.3, fkpnr1men1 4if lfi.o;mr;,' 
WORLD WAR II COMMEMORATION RECEPTION 
•WWII -BYINVITATIONONLY-
Thc Consulate-General oftht: Republic of Po laud 
in New York will host a n:ception,.ioining. BCC 
in the co mmemoration of the o utbreak of the 
Second \Vorld War. 
Coordinated by OF. Roberr ft'laryks. Dep~trtHII!nt tif 1/l'iml")' 
Thursday. 9/3 
KANAL (1951) 
A FILM BV ANDRZEJ WAJDA • WWII (OCD) 
Begrisch Hall~ Roon• 2Z8/12-2pm 
9 5 minutes. 
.~ltldf!'Nrlor.i: Dr. Hrvo Roc.ni•tk, D<.•tH,rlmt•nt of /fiMQ".~\ 
tmd Dt:. TimotiiJ' S,~t/dre. lkpurtmc>nt tif l:.lrgfl.\·h 
Friday. 10/23 
SUSTAINABILITY ACROSS THE CURRICULUM • ES 
Cencer forTeachin{: Excetlen«/llam-lpm 
Dr. Claudio Mazzalenta will share his experiences 
from the Salzburg Glob-.al Seminar. Greeni'n~ the 
Mim.I:J· ; Univers ilie:v. C linwte Leadership, t.md 
Sustuinable Fuh-t~,., .. Possibilities for developing 
pan:nerships with other national and intemationaJ 
unive rs.ities will be discussed. 
Dr. 01111dio Mur.zp~ema, Drpal'fltlent of BlologJ.· and 
Medicul Ltlborol01)• Tecl~nolt't:>" 
Tuesday. 10/27 
MODERN DANCE UNDER THE SWASTIKA -WHO 
ROSE, WHO FELL, WHO FLED, AND WHY • WW II 
(0C0) 
P n::»ident's Confcrc~ Room/Language HMII / 
12:15-l : lSpm 
lltis pre-sentation and discussion will lncJude 
s lides presented by Dr. Sumn Moss, OepurUtl('llt ,.,f 
lleulfh • .Phy ... ic.---u/ Edut•utioll. und 11-iel /nnc:o· 
Wednesday. 10/28 
SURVIVING GENOCIDE •WWII (OCO) 
Location robe dctermined/12-lpm 
Meeting with frving Roth. the author of the 
Thursday, 9/17 
MAINTAINING F-1 ANO J-ISTATUS • IS 
l..ot.-w H all, Room 200112-21)m 
A workshop for BCC 's inh::mationa l 
students alx1ut th~ rules and regulnt ions set fo rth 
by U.S. Citi ;.::~nship ;.md lmmig rutiou Services on 
mainra i1ling legal stude nt s tatus . 
Cvo1'1lhmu:d h:l' ,'l!J.l·- J\1.,-t/w ('luJrlt!-''MGh:ull, Dt"r,•<.·tur. 
h11er11afionnl Stmkllt'!.' Oj)k~ 
Thursday, 9/2A 
INTERNATIONAL COFFEE HOUR • IS 
Locw Hall, Room 200/J2-2pm 
Please join us cv~ry last Thursday o f each 
month to make frie nds, !.!;et involved and start the 
weekend. The coffee is ·free ! 
CUtirdina/1!11 ~~· , ... f .t. il·lurtlra C-"''rur/1!!$-Cilenn, J);rec:Mr, 
lnlcl'lrati#mtl Students QJ}ke 
INTERNATIONAL DAY OF PEACE • GA <OCD> 
Schwendle r Audiloriuml12-2pm 
This milti~dimensionat event cclcbmtes peace 
w ith speakers. art. poetry. and a book :.; igning t(u-
c.onscicnt ious obj(.."\;tors. 
C.fJordiltaltNl by /)1'. Julie Bait and Dr. Otu,id Blot, 
Dt'f>al'tJm.<nt ~if Eng lish 
Holocaust memoir Bondi .S' Brorhet: 
(QortiillfJit:il by Dr. Timmh)' Sedol't!, Dqtortmrnt of 
EIIRii:J'II 
Thursday. 10/29 
INTERNATIONAL COFFEE HOUR • IS 
l...oew Ha~ Room 200/ 12--lpm 
Pfea . .;e join us every last Thursday of eac.h month 
to make f-i-iends, get involved, and 5-i..'Ut the 
weekend. The coffee is fi-ee! 





AnLM BV AVIVASLESIN •WWII <OCD) 
Bcgrisch Hall, Room 228/12-lpm 
Hidden t~hildrt.':fl and their rescuers during \Vorfd 
\Var H (2003 ). 90 minutes. 
.'tt#Jd~n:rtoN: Dr. Vaw1 Rat:"'..niuk, !Hportmtmt of 1/htory, 
fUJd Dr. Timothj' S4!dore, Dcpul'tmenl of Engli.Ut 
Monday. 11/9 
POST-WAR NEW WORLD ORDER PANEL • WWII 
(OCD) 
Colston Hall~ Lower Levcl/12-2pm 
A discussion will address the global hnpact of the 
.!'!iarn!ilP&e1U.!Tteml 
GLOBAL AWARENESS WORKSHOP • GA 
FACULTY & STAFF ONLY 
Ct>n ler for Tcauhing E:wellence, 
l''bUC~Ilhy li a ll, Lower LevcVI2~2J)nl 
The result~ of recent departm en tal surveys nboUI 
how academ ic di~ci pl ines are eng<tg ing s tude nts 
with globa l i~~ues will be di1;c usscd a lo ng w ith 
the propo:,;ed gl~1betl learn ing objecti ves. 
Pre•w.'tUt'd by Dr. ,Vattq• R iru. /n:-. tittltimml R t!:Seu rdt an,/ 
Plmwi•tf(, (md D r. Ju/h~ 8oft. D('Jmrlllk'lf t ofEng/i.~·Jr 
IMMIGRATION PANEL •IS 
Colston H1\ll, Lo'~·er Lm:el/12· 2pm 
The- pand wi ll incJudc. iUnong others . ..:xpcrL~ 
!Torn the tkpartmcnts of Social Security. Cwotom 
l:illd Bun Jcr Prutr.,.·d iOil, and Motor \l(.·hio..:lc 
Expcricno.!. and immigration a ttomt.'Y Eugene 
Gold~·•tc i n addressi ng how their servic-es m ay 
heneftl intcrnat io lla l s tude t1ts omd Ultdoc un le ntcd 
persons. 
C~limrl<!d b)l ,\j_o;, ;\JrutJw Cluu-lei'-tJ"Ie~m, Direclur, 
CITIZENSHIP APPLICATION ASSISTANCE DAY • IS 




A FILM BV MARTIN OOBLMEIER • WWII <OCDl 
llegriscb Hall. Room 228/12-2pm 
9:lminutes. 
;\IOtlr.t"atun; Dt:. Huw RrN"Tfliflk. Df'purtment of Hish•ry~ 
urul Dr. Ti"wthy Se-dor"f;". Oeportm•-'111 of J-; nf(li:!i/1 
Monday, 10/5 
BEYOND GENOCIDE • GA (OCD) 
Colston Hall, Lower Levei/AIIl>-.ty 
Spe-ake-r Amy Fagin use5 illumination panels to 
discuss halting genocide and promoting \Vorld 
peace. 
Cm~rdint~t<!d /.l:l' Dr. /Jrn:id Bini, lJepm-tment of £ngli:sh 
Thursday, 10/8 
WHERE I COME FROM • GA <OCD) 
Colston fbll~ Lower LevcVI2-2pm 
sec stu de nts lean-s about the intemational 
backgrounds of BCC Jltculty and staff in an 
informal sciting. 
Co.,rdilullcrl t,: ,...,~ Sahu11u Gupta. OjJk'f!' ofllu 
Pre.~iiJ~nt; ji.f'j.. Burbfi.Nl s~.·huil!I"--Pelq:, ;' liational Cenlt:tr 
Second World War in the-commeinoration of the 
20th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall. 
~lod«Uf<!•l by Dt'. Sinwm Drn·i~ l>qJr~rt,H::rlf uf Hi~'lmy 
Ptmeli>ot.~: 
M IH: Dul'itf Gtw-rlon,lhpurlnHinl t~f Jlblor.a' ( .. Amerif..•u 
Firsr: 1'h.e Anfi.. U·Ur J..Jm.,n~&~l untl the ~"«vmd Wm-trl 
War? 
·fk: ,/iJio Mif!le Rodn.'l:, lkpartrncfnl tlfE~tgl~h 
f"'DispMnble Lh-Y"i: Tlu! .Sh~ Rl>Od./tom E,'whuna.,·ia to 
fh• HolocuWF.t .. )
- Dr. Sandra Tr~rlin, _lkfHJ"'tN!nt •if Engli!.'lt t"'G'I,Jxtl 
Tre,on;.. LAx:t H'fJrlds; IJ1ty So Muny AmeriC'flmi Turned to 
Polish Poc:try PDY 9/ 11., 
EXHIBITION • SACHSENHAUSEN & DACHAU: 
THE ARREST AND INTERNMENT OF POLISH · 
ACADEMICS DURING WORLD WAR U•WWII 
Colston Hall Lobbyll2·lpm 
Pn:..osentation ofthe archival material on the 
internment of Polish professors in Sachsenhausen 
and Dachau~ as well a'i how their arre~1: fits in 
with the broader Nazi project of exterminating Jhc 
best-c.-ducated members of Polish soc-iety during 
the .. var. 
C.urntM.f: Dt: IYiUklm dt!Jimg-l.ombt'!rt, lkpanmertt 
tif Hi.'>tory. und Profs. Ronl mul Mary J11 Ben-.'Vu11, 
Dqwrrmeul of An and Musk 
' ['he lntemarional S tude nt Otlice will collaborate 
w h h tht: CUNY Citi;r..enship and lmmig.nujon 
Project to host ~'I free Citi7.enship A pplication 
Assist~UlCC Day to h!!lp indiv idua ls \vho mee t 
the eligibility requi1·eme nt« to file the N -400 
natura li:.-.ation appl ication. 
CoortfinoJ,·d hy &-f .'<- ,\.1,rthtl Churi~MG/t'11n, IJin:cf tJr, 
lnlt-TIIOiiutm l Stmlents Qifice 
,r,;;,@t,?.lj,,!1,fn11?Sftj, 
STUDY AND VOLUNTEER ABROAD FAIR • GA (OCDJ 
COI!~iiton H1lll. Lower LC\'~I/12~2pm 
L~am ubout t he program!' and $Cholnrships 
available and meet ~tu(knts who have-already 
pa1ticip.-·ued in similar i1nemational programs. 
c~"t-'rdillft-fe-<1 by /tl~-. Barhun~ Sclu¥;('rMP~·Ieg. I\'at iOUfll 
Crn f.:l' for Edui..·fl tiOIJ (I/ A tlh.m~'C'.\', ltnl.l Praj;-.,~or _-4 tu/l't•w 
Rmwm. DetJ~frlm~llt f'ff E:ng lb;h, rul(/ .:.Vntiouul ((o,ter for 
F.t/u('tlti~t,ill Allituu:c~ 
1•1 #(opj :'\I : I ::li;l 
Tuesday, 12/1 
WORLD AIDS DAY • H IV (OCD) 
Meister Lobb~' J llum-lpm 
Panicipating departme nts (Health and Physical 
E".ciUL:at-ion, Bio logy. and Nursing) wiU otTer 
for Edllf..' tfHOIJ(J/ ,t/liollt:o.~·; und Professor Alldrf.'w 
Rmwm. Dc-f"U'tmt."lll of E"g lhh. llntl Nr~liontrl C'.'Jrle!l" for 
Educoliomrl A llhln•:es 
Thursday. 10/15 
SOLAR DAY • £5 (OCD) 
This e"''ent ~-ill be held ot!ur the new 
demon~tnttion !Wllar roof. Meet in front of 
lkgriscb Hall at 12pm 
Students w ill have an oppor1unity to touch a solar 
pane l to see how it w orks und learn about the 
importance of solar energy in a g lobal context. 
Coordimll4!d by Dr. QouJio lWuu.atrmto. Dl![Hirtment of 
BioltiJIJ' and Jlledicnl Lf~hvrrti(U)I T'"dwblnJl.l'. and 
,.,.fr. l ,u;,,. Tol'n!S. Cetttel' fol' Susminnhle Energy 
EMPLOYMENT AUTHORIZATION •IS 
Loc.ow Han, R oom 200/l2· 2pm 
This wor):<.shop on Employmt:nt Authorization 
(C PT/OPT) v.·ill inform students on how the\' 
can apply for off-c-.unpus work · authoriz.atio~. 
It is geared rowards !.iudents who have at 1ea!.1 
one year of matriculation at Bronx Cormnunitv 
College. ; 
Conl'lllnok'rt by ills. )\.furthn Chnrla-(i/eml, Diuctol'. 
f"k!rnutirmq/ Studelrl!li OJ!ic:e 
Tuesday, 11/10 
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY VEHICLE DAY • ES (OCD) 
Time and place co be confirmed 
Students will have the opportunity to learn 'about 
alternative energy vehicles and how they operate. 
Tile session will take. place at Bcc•s Automotive 
Technology facility, which houses the only such 
program oflCrod within CUNY. 
Prr:~enlf!r; Professor Clew~ent Drumn10nd, AII1Dnl01il'l! 
Ttthllolog)' ~m 
Coordlmded "''Dr. C111uJm MQUD~rntn. IkpannJVtt of 
BioltJ!D• and /Ufldica/ Luboralmy T~o/(11{~·. ~:~nd Jt.lr:. Lui~ 
T~ C-l!nNrr for Su..wnlnable Elfngy 
Thursday. 11/12 
GLDBALAWAREMESS DAY •GA (OCO) 
lkgri."'ch Hall. Room 228/ll·lpm 
This prt.-scntation is Qesigned to help future 
teachers think about how to develop global 
awareness in Early Childhood/Childhood 
r:.ducation courses. 
C'<H)I'Y}Inuled by PI'Qj"#!S$or D111ne .D'AI,ssW, Oe,x.rtn•nr qf 
EJ~UtifHI tU1d RetHiing 
students informatio n aOOut HIV /AlDS aOd the 
g lobal impact of this virus. 
c~HIN/in.fllt!fi by PNifa.wr C h rll'mUint! AI~Mf!:h. Depu"mt!tl( 
of 1/eolth, Phy·sical Edua.tlon and JJ-f.olltten 
Thursday, 12/3 
GRAVE OF THE FIREFLIE5(1988) 
A FILM BV ISAO TAKAHATA • WWil <OCD> 
Regr~h Hall, Room 2l&l12-2pm 
R8 m inutes 
,i1oderulms·: J)t:. Va•w Rm.7.nklk,. lh!tmrlntrlll rif H i..otlf-'1)) 
Ufld Dr. 7in~t.Jtft)' Sedore~ D epal'tntt!m of En}?l ish 
TRAVELING OUTSIDE THE US WITH THE F·1 
AND J-1 VISAS •IS 
Loe~· Hall. Room 200/J 2-lpm 
Al\er every s~mest~r. inte rnationa l students often 
\vant to ua-vel back to their hom e country to v--isit 
fami ly a nd friends . T his workshop discusses the 
neces..,ary steps that these s tudents w ilt have.= to 
take-before boarding a flight in orde r to prevent 
den ial <.tt re-entry. e-ve n if students• F~ J & J- J 
visas a re still val id . 
~lllttd ~·· /t-t.,·. ftfarl/lu Chul'ln;-GIINm. Dirn.101'~ 
/ltt.-rna-ri,mul Studt'll/s Offi~ 
